
Chap. 1 Differential Equations and Models
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This text is mostly devoted to ordinary d_ifferential equations, that is, equationsinvolving only derivatives of single variabie functions. oiuations involving partialderivatives, called partial differeniial equations, are treated only in the final chapter.Listed below are some examples of differential equations.f dach is a mathematicalmodel for the phenomenon indicated.
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f we shall assume throughout this work that all constants, variables, and functions are real valued,not complex valued, unless specifically stated otherwise.

N'(t) :7t191t,

(radioactive decay, population growth)

ms,,(t)- _mg

(vertical motion in a constant gravitational field)

Lq " (t) * Rq'(t) + !" ett) : A cos t

(charge on the plate of a capacitor in an electrical circuit)

(1a)

(1b)

(1c)
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Sec. 1.1 lntroduction to Differential Equations 3

mY"(t) * ke-aty(t): g

(vibrations of a mass attached to an aging spring)

1l

of fluids)

(1d)

(1e)

(lf)

y "'(x) : y (x)y , (x) -l kl(y,(x))z _
(steady-state velocity distribution in flow

*tu*#a+",tu+f!:Wa
(wave motion)
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we could add hundreds of other important differential equations to the list. Alterna-tively, we can make up differential equations on our own by writing down derivativesmore or less at random: for example,

y(x): xy'(x) * [y,(x)],
ylo(t)tzy<st1y) - sin ll + y?(t)l: [y,(l)]3

(2a)

(2b)
The list above suggests the astonishing variety of differential equations. wecannot hope to find special techniques for sorving all the ,.importl111,, 

equations oneby one. Instead, we shall g.oup diff"rential equations into naturar categories andlook for properties of solutions or solution techniques common io ,rr. equations ina given category. That is mostly what this book is about.

Classification and Notation

Diferential equations are classified in a number of ways. The order of an equationis the. order of the highest derivative of the unknown function that appears in theequation' For example, Eqs. (1a) and (2a) are first order in trr. r"rp."tlue unknown



1. Introduction to Modelling

Mathem atical Modelling
I The process of constructing mathematical obj ects

whose behaviors or properties correspond in some

way to a particular real-world system.

Mathematical Object
o Could be a system of equations, a stochastic process, a

geometric or algebraic structure, an algorithm, or even

just a set of numbers.

Real World System
o Could refer to a physical system, financial systeffi, ?

social system, an ecological system, or essential any

other system whose behaviors can be observed.



2. Why Model?
. To gain understanding

. To predict or simulate

- Since experiments are sometimes impossible.

eg. Weather forecast: tornadoes-where, when, and

how strong?

- Since experiments are sometimes very unwelcome

eg. Statics: stability of building.

- Since experiments can be extremely costly"

eg. Car industry: crash tests

3" The Modelling Process

]. Formulate
real model

2. Assumptions
for model

3. Formulate
mathematical
model

6" Validate
model

5. Interpret
solution

4. Solve
mathematical
problem

7. Use model to
explain, predict
decide, design



Simplifi' the model

Figwe 2.2:The iterative nature of model construction [7]

No, refine the model

Can you
solve the
problem?

Are the results
precise

enough?
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Chap. t Differential Equations and Models

INTRODUCTION TO MODETING

Modeling loosely describes the process of recasting a problem or concept from itsnatural environment into a formthat can be anatyieduiu t""irriqoes we understandand trust. Modeling is a device that aids the modere, i"- p."li"rirg or explainingthe behavior of a phenomenon, experiment, or event. For exampre, say that we wishto launch a manned rocket ano put it i"to orbit about th";;;;. physicar intuitionalone cannot give us more than a rough idea of where to;;" rocket and whatguidance strategy to emproy once thJ rocket i, tuurr"h"o. 
-iirr"" 

u""uracy will becritical for the success oi tt ir mission, a mathemati"ut moa"i- or the problem maybe constructed utilizing applicable ..laws,, or ,.principles.,, 
The equations, constraints,and contror erements in the moder can be treated ty mathemaiical techniques andthen used to give a reasonably precise description of the orbital elements of therocket in its course around the moon.
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Figure 1.5 problem solving via mathematical modeling.

The use of moaers in generar to predict or explain outcomes of an observablesituation is illustrated in Figure t.s. it r, i-portunt t" .;";;;;r ad hoc modelsare almost never constructed ior every specific problem. Instead, fairry broad ,.chunks,,
of the natural environment are "mathem afi)ed,, by u g.;;;;i ,""0"r in which arlpossible outcomes are described by a few lasic principies. iorn"'""u_ples are themotion of material particlet the changing concentrations in a chemical reactor, theflow of fluids' the behavior of solid a"roi-iur. -edia, the."rponr. oi"lectrical circuits,radioactive decay, and popuration growth orcompeting species. Figure r.5 

'lustrates
that a specific problem in the enviion*.rrii, t.urrsrated into a specific mathematicalproblem in the moder. It is the specific mathematicar proir#'trrut is sorved_anddefinitely not the entire set of probtems thai the model;iti;;;p*

Before discussing the modeling process in general, it *Jfil; helpful to havea few simple examples. The folrowlng 
"*u.rpt"s shourd u" ru',iliu, to the reader,and we can focus on the flow of ideas-rather than the technical details.



4. Issues when deriving a mathematical model

. Which quantities are of influence; how important are

they?

o What relations exist between them? 'Which type of

mathematics?'

Our focus: Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE)

5. Issues when analyzing a mathematical model

o Does a solution exist? Is it unique?

- Deterministics Models:

Input determines unique output

Reproducible re sults/s imulations

- Model can be solved analytically

- Model can be solved by numerical method

Our focus: Numerical Methods for ODE

. How accurate is the model, what can be represented?

. Is the model well-suited for a numeric al treatments?



6. Mathematical Modelling by Means of Differential

Equations

o Linear and nonlinear First Order:

dY - f e,v)
dx

o Linear and nonlinear Second Order:

a'2 7

o'{+Pry-+w-f(*)
dx" dx

d'.y , dy

ar? - 'f 
(x''' *)

where u , p and y are a constant and /(x) is a

function of x.

. System of Differential Equations:

+-F(x,il,+-G(x,y)dt dt


